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Abstract

News media employ moral language to create
memorable stories, and readers often engage
with the content that align with their values.
Moral theories have been applied to news anal-
ysis studying moral values in isolation, while
the intricate dynamics among participating en-
tities in shaping moral events have been over-
looked. This is mainly due to the use of obscure
language to conceal evident ideology and val-
ues, coupled with the insufficient moral reason-
ing capability in most existing NLP systems,
where LLMs are no exception. To study this
phenomenon, we first annotate a new dataset,
MORAL EVENTS, consisting of 5, 494 struc-
tured annotations on 474 news articles by di-
verse US media across the political spectrum.
We further propose MOKA, a moral event ex-
traction framework with MOral Knowledge
Augmentation, that leverages knowledge de-
rived from moral words and moral scenarios.
Experimental results show that MOKA out-
performs competitive baselines across three
moral event understanding tasks. Further anal-
yses illuminate the selective reporting of moral
events by media outlets of different ideolog-
ical leanings, suggesting the significance of
event-level morality analysis in news. Our
datasets and codebase are available at https:
//github.com/launchnlp/MOKA.

1 Introduction

News media often frame news stories to further a
particular ideological viewpoint, in order to create
narratives that engage target readers with aligned
values (Scheufele, 1999). Due to the profound con-
nection between ideology and moral values (Haidt
and Graham, 2007; Haidt et al., 2009), such nar-
ratives wield significant influence by tactfully pre-
senting ideological content (Lakoff, 2010) and re-
shaping readers’ opinions (Haidt et al., 2009; Fein-
berg and Willer, 2015), without overtly revealing
their inherent bias. However, existing work pre-
dominantly focuses on examining moral values at
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Figure 1: Sample moral events annotations for the target
sentence from MORAL EVENTS dataset. Event partici-
pants are annotated per Wikipedia pages if applicable.
In each event record, the event trigger is a single word
in an event span , and it might embody multiple morali-
ties. Moral event extraction is challenging due to several
reasons: implicit participants (e.g. same-sex couples
in Event Record 1) may not be mentioned in the target
sentence, and understanding the relations among the
participants is necessary to correctly infer the morality.

a coarse-grained level, often confined to document-
level analysis (Haidt et al., 2009; Fulgoni et al.,
2016; Mokhberian et al., 2020), or in isolated,
context-agnostic examination (Frimer et al., 2019),
which neglects the importance of how participat-
ing entities would alter readers’ moral perspectives.
This phenomenon is attributed to the fact that ex-
isting computational tools, incapable of subtle in-
ference and discerning tacit moral language, are
grappling with the challenge posed by media out-
lets that frequently obscure their inherent ideology
and values. Large language models (LLMs) are
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no exception. Despite their superior performance
on numerous tasks, they still encounter formidable
challenges in the face of moral scenario reason-
ing (Jiang et al., 2021), lack a firm moral stance
(Zhou et al., 2023; Krügel et al., 2023) and yield
suboptimal performances, e.g., ChatGPT performs
merely comparably to a dictionary-based approach
as demonstrated in Table 2. Therefore, there is
an imperative need for a novel approach to moral
understanding – embarking on the development of
NLP models equipped with enhanced moral rea-
soning capabilities to navigate and address the ob-
stacles that impede a grasp of morality.

Moral Foundation Theory (MFT; Haidt and
Graham, 2007; Graham et al., 2009, 2013), a
prominent social psychology theory that posits
five moral foundations with each containing two
polarities of virtue and vice, e.g., Care/Harm or
Fairness/Cheating, has been widely used for an-
alyzing both mainstream news (Hopp et al., 2021)
and social media (Lin et al., 2018; Hoover et al.,
2020; Trager et al., 2022) content. In particular,
news tells complex stories that contain multiple
people and events along with interactions among
them. Events, as the building blocks of media nar-
ratives, capture such relationships. The participants
in the events, the ordering of them, and the selec-
tion of events themselves have been shown to be
useful for crafting impactful news articles (White
and Ventola, 2002; Van Dijk, 2013; Bourgeois
et al., 2018). In this work, we study morality and
moral reasoning at the level of event, enabling fine-
grained structural analysis, capturing the nuances
of relationships between participants performing
moral actions, and uncovering the deeper layers
of ethical dimensions intrinsic to news narratives.
To this end, we first propose the concept of moral
events, which capture the interaction among moral
participants, such as moral agents and moral pa-
tients (Gray and Wegner, 2009), as demonstrated in
Figure 1. We then study the problem of structured
moral event extraction, which enables analyzing
at a fine-grained level how the choice of events in
news articles and the context in which the events
occur together carry moral implications, form ef-
fective news stories, and sway readers’ perceptions.

The task of moral event extraction in news arti-
cles presents two unique challenges. First, moral
judgment in news reporting is obscure, though
mostly can be revealed with the help of context and
background knowledge. Morality often involves

a subjective judgment of right-doing vs. wrong-
doing, but news must maintain some semblance of
objectivity (Westerståhl, 1983). Therefore, when
a news article cannot openly praise or criticize
someone, the writer often subtly informs the reader
of their opinion towards the subject by selecting
which actions the subject takes toward other sub-
jects. Second, identifying the moralities requires
an understanding of the relationship between par-
ticipants in the moral action, which can be learned
from external moral knowledge. For example, in
Figure 1, correct identification of Event Record 1
needs to take into account the longer context (e.g.,
the title) or background knowledge (that the De-
fense of Marriage Act governs same-sex couples)
to identify the patient who is affected by the invali-
dated event. Identifying the morality of invalidated
requires knowing that although the act of invalidat-
ing usually has a negative connotation and might
imply Harm on a surface level, in this case it is
actually beneficial to the patient and in fact embod-
ies Fairness and Care towards same-sex couples.
These challenges motivate our approach to moral
event extraction: a modeling framework that in-
corporates external moral knowledge at various
granularities.

Our paper makes the following contributions.
First, we define a new schema for moral events
which is grounded in MFT and existing work in
linguistics. We then propose the task of moral event
extraction: given unstructured text, detect morality-
bearing event triggers, extract participating entities,
and identify underlying moralities.

Second, to support this task, we collect a large
dataset MORAL EVENTS, consisting of moral
event annotations of news articles from media out-
lets with diverse ideologies in the United States.
This dataset is unique in that the annotations are
conducted on multiple news articles about the same
story, allowing us to analyze differences in how
news outlets with different political leanings report
moral events. The annotations of moral agents and
moral patients go beyond surface mentions and syn-
tactic constraints, capturing implicit participants in
moral actions.

Third, we develop MOKA, a generative frame-
work for moral event extraction with MOral
Knwoledge Augmentation. Capitalizing on the
recent success of retrieval-augmented language un-
derstanding (Lewis et al., 2020; Févry et al., 2020;
Izacard et al., 2022), MOKA identifies and inte-



grates knowledge derived from different levels of
granularity, including moral word-based examples
and scenario-based moral knowledge. Additionally,
to support MOKA pre-training, we crawl a bank
of 344k moral word-based examples, MORALITY

BANK, in accordance with experts-validated moral-
ity lexicons (Graham et al., 2009; Frimer et al.,
2019). Extensive experiments showcase the useful-
ness and robustness of MOKA over strong base-
lines, including SOTA models on the event extrac-
tion task and ChatGPT (gpt-3.5-turbo). Our results
show that external moral knowledge is essential
for language models to excel at moral event extrac-
tion and ethics-related moral reasoning in general.
Our further investigation on the moral event report-
ing reveals several interesting findings, including
prominent left-right asymmetries where Right-to-
Left moral events are more prevalent than the re-
verse regardless of underlying morality and media
ideology as well as the unique behavior of Centrist
media, which overwhelmingly focuses on moral
events enabled by right-leaning entities. These
insights illuminate the importance of event-level
morality analysis in news.

2 Related Work

There are a few studies in understanding morality
in news, though they remain relatively limited in
scope. Many studies in the social sciences have
linked political ideology with morality (Graham
et al., 2009; Wolsko et al., 2016). In the news,
studies have shown that moral and emotional news
spreads faster through social media (Brady et al.,
2017). In addition, one’s morality can also deter-
mine views on topics often reported in the news,
such as vaccine hesitancy (Amin et al., 2017), vio-
lent protests (Mooijman et al., 2018), and war (Kol-
eva et al., 2012). In this section, we focus on related
work for morality tasks in NLP and methods for
moral foundation prediction and event extraction.

2.1 NLP Benchmarks for Morality

There has been a recent surge of interest in NLP
research centered around morality, including
moral norms, ethical judgment, and social bias.
Most work on investigating morality is based
on Moral Foundation Theory (MFT; Haidt and
Graham, 2007; Graham et al., 2009, 2013), a
prominent social psychology theory that posits
five moral foundations, each with two polarities of
virtue and vice: Care/Harm, Fairness/Cheating,

Loyalty/Betrayal, Authority/Subversion
and Sanctity/Degradation. Under this theory,
these are claimed to be culturally-universal moral
foundations upon which people intuitively base
their virtues and institutions (Hu et al., 2020).

Many recently annotated morality datasets are
limited to social media text, including Twitter
(Brady et al., 2017; Johnson and Goldwasser,
2018; Wang and Inbar, 2021; Stranisci et al., 2021;
Hoover et al., 2020) and Reddit (Lourie et al., 2021;
Alhassan et al., 2022; Trager et al., 2022). Others
combine social media text with crowdsourced data
to study morality-related topics such as offensive-
ness (Sap et al., 2020), rules of thumbs (Forbes
et al., 2020), knowledge of ethics (Hendrycks et al.,
2021), branching narratives (Emelin et al., 2021),
and judgments on everyday situations (Jiang et al.,
2021). Whereas, the language of social media is
usually short and lacks rich context. On the con-
trary, only a handful of existing work studies moral-
ity in news articles at the word-level (Mokhberian
et al., 2020) or topic-level (Fulgoni et al., 2016;
Shahid et al., 2020). However, their analysis is at
a coarse-grained level or on a limited number of
news topics. In contrast, we collect a high-quality
corpus of moral events from a wide range of news
sources across the US political spectrum, that sup-
ports the study of how the interplay of events and
moralities is used to craft effective news articles.

Most similar to our work are morality frames
(Roy et al., 2021) and the eMFD (Hopp et al., 2021).
Although morality frames also capture participants
in moral actions, they do not account for implicit
patients affected by the moral action, and whose
mention does not occur in the text span. The eMFD
released a set of news articles coded for morality as
a supplement to their morality lexicon, while they
only annotate text spans and embodied moralities.
In contrast, our work contains fine-grained struc-
tured event annotations including participants and
linguistic features such as negation and factuality.

2.2 Moral Foundation Prediction

Many papers surveyed above also present exper-
iments on classifying or predicting morality, a
task also known as moral foundation prediction.
Some treat the prediction of morality as a categori-
cal classification task, accomplished by fine-tuning
pre-trained language models (Lin et al., 2018; Al-
hassan et al., 2022). Others reformulate classifica-
tion as template-based natural language generation



(Jiang et al., 2021; Forbes et al., 2020). Moreover,
while existing work focuses on predicting a moral
label at the context-agnostic word-level (Graham
et al., 2009; Frimer et al., 2019) or document-level
(Haidt et al., 2009; Mokhberian et al., 2020), our
models predict fine-grained structured moral events
using the combination of the context in which these
events occur and external moral knowledge, allow-
ing us to capture the nuances of moral actions in-
volving different participants as well as deeply un-
derstand the role in which morality plays in shaping
the narrative of news media.

2.3 Event Extraction

Our work follows a long line of research in event
extraction, including two important tasks: event de-
tection (ED) and event argument extraction (EAE).
ED is defined as identifying event trigger that best
describes an event, i.e., change of state (Chen
et al., 2018; Lou et al., 2021; Deng et al., 2021),
while EAE has the goal of extracting a phrase from
text that mentions an event-specific attribute la-
beled with a specific argument role (Du and Cardie,
2020a; Li et al., 2021; Parekh et al., 2022).

ED is commonly modeled as sequence label-
ing (Li et al., 2021), question answering (Du and
Cardie, 2020b), or template-based conditional gen-
eration (Hsu et al., 2022). On the other hand, three
major approaches have been developed to tackle
the more challenging EAE task: sequence label-
ing (Chen et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016; Yang
et al., 2019; Du and Cardie, 2020a) where global
features have been incorporated to constrain the in-
ference (Lin et al., 2020); question answering (Du
and Cardie, 2020b; Tong et al., 2022), where mod-
els additionally incorporate ontology knowledge
about argument roles; and generative models for
structured extraction (Li et al., 2021; Yang et al.,
2021; Lu et al., 2021; Du and Ji, 2022). Most re-
cently, an emerging area of research is using large
language models (e.g., chatGPT) to perform EAE,
but the performance is not on par with specialized
EE systems (Li et al., 2023).

Our work proposes a new understanding task,
moral event extraction, a combination of ED and
EAE with special focus on morality-bearing events.
Unlike conventional event extraction, where each
event type has its own event schema, we define
a universal schema for moral events grounded in
Moral Foundations Theory and linguistics. On the
modeling side, to the best of our knowledge, we are

Virtue Vice Proportion

Care/Harm 1,348 2,060 51.6%
Fairness/Cheating 531 453 14.9%
Loyalty/Betrayal 329 257 8.9%
Authority/Subversion 1,140 418 23.6%
Sanctity/Degradation 19 46 1.0%

Total 3,367 3,234 100.0%

Table 1: Distribution of moralities in moral event annota-
tions in MORAL EVENTS. Each event has four attributes
including agent, patient, event status and morality (Fig-
ure 1). The five moral foundations stem from MFT
(Haidt and Graham, 2007). Numbers in Virtue and Vice
columns are raw counts of annotated moralities.

the first that manages to explicitly incorporate ex-
ternal moral knowledge for event extraction tasks,
and moral understanding in general.

3 MORAL EVENTS Collection and
Annotation

3.1 Moral Event Schema

We define a new structured schema for a moral
event which represents a moral action. A moral
event encompasses moral agents, moral patients, a
morality-bearing event span and event trigger, em-
bodied morality, and event status. A moral event is
performed or enabled by moral agents and affects
moral patients. Moral agents and patients usu-
ally possess moral agency, the capability of doing
things right or wrong (Gray and Wegner, 2009),
and a moral event may have multiple moral agents
and patients. The moral event span is a contigu-
ous sequence of words in the text which concisely
contains the event and carries stand-alone mean-
ing. This span embodies one or more moralities in
MFT: a moral evaluation will arise when the patient
is harmed or helped by the action enabled by the
agent (McPherson, 1984; Gray and Wegner, 2009;
Hopp et al., 2021). Note that moral patients may
be implicit: they do not have to be mentioned in the
event span. In line with ACE 2005 (Doddington
et al., 2004) and the LDC annotation guideline1,
the moral event also includes an event trigger that
can best characterize the moral event.

To assist the investigation into the linguistic phe-
nomenon of moral events, an event also has an
event status which describes the factuality of an
event, i.e., whether an event is actual or non-actual
(Saurí and Pustejovsky, 2009; Lee et al., 2015).
We further divide non-actual into intentional and

1www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/
files/english-events-guidelines-v5.4.3.pdf

www.ldc.upenn.edu/sites/www.ldc.upenn.edu/files/english-events-guidelines-v5.4.3.pdf
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speculative events, where intentional describes an
event that is being planned or intended to happen,
while speculative represents an event that may hap-
pen, usually speculated by someone who is not an
event participant (Demner-Fushman et al., 2008;
Kolhatkar et al., 2019; Mahany et al., 2022).

3.2 Annotation Process

We create our dataset, MORAL EVENTS, using the
following process. We first sample a subset of 87
news stories from SEESAW (Zhang et al., 2022), a
dataset consisting of U.S. news articles published
between 2012 and 2021, where each story contains
3 articles on the same event but reported by media
of different ideology. To complement the cover-
age and supplement this set with recent news, we
further collect a new set of news article triplets
from AllSides.com focusing on important issues
in 2021 and 2022, including abortion, gun control,
and public health. We extract text from these ar-
ticles using Newspaper,2 and clean all articles by
removing boilerplate text and embedded tweets

Next, we hire six college students with native
English proficiency to annotate moral events. Each
article is annotated by at least two people to ensure
annotation quality, and each annotator has access to
all three articles in a story to maintain a non-biased
view. We list major steps of annotating a single
article, with a detailed protocol in Appendix C.

1. The annotator first reads an article and then
identifies agency-bearing entities that are par-
ticipants in moral events. An entity may be of
type Person, Organization, Geo-Political, or
Other.3 Entities are coded by their canonical
name, i.e., the name listed in Wikipedia, For
example, mentions of “President Trump” or
“Trump” are coded as “Donald Trump”.

2. For each sentence, the annotator identifies
moral events and their attributes following the
event schema defined in §3.1.

3. Finally, the annotator determines the 5-way
ideological leaning of the article.

After an article is annotated (i.e., first pass), we
proceed to the second pass to improve the annota-
tion quality. Specifically, we employ two distinct
approaches: (a) an article is revised by a second
person who corrects existing annotations and adds
missing ones; (b) a second person annotates the

2https://github.com/codelucas/newspaper/
3Other includes religions (e.g., People of Faith) and topics

(e.g., Homeland Security) among others.

full article from scratch following the procedures
above, and a third person conducts an adjudication
process to merge and resolve annotation conflicts.
83% of articles are revised with approach (a) while
17% adopt approach (b). This two-pass annotation
style effectively balances quality and efficiency.

3.3 Statistics

MORAL EVENTS includes 474 news articles from
158 stories, published by 63 different media outlets
(26 left, 18 center, and 19 right). On average, each
article contains 28.3 sentences and 658.6 words,
and 9.8 entities and 11.6 events, underscoring the
annotation density of MORAL EVENTS. In total,
there are 5, 494 event annotations. The articles
cover 38 salient topics reported from 2012 to 2022
(inclusive), and includes 1, 952 distinct entities (see
Table A1 for top-30 frequent entities). Entity types
cover People (62.4%), Organization (20.4%), Geo-
Political (9.6%), and Others (7.6%), showing the
diversity of entity annotations.

3.4 Quality Control

We ensured the quality of the annotations at mul-
tiple steps in the collection process. We briefly
present the key points below, with detailed infor-
mation in Appendix A. All annotators participated
in training sessions before and during the annota-
tion process. We have found high inter-annotator
agreements (shown in Table A2) measured by Krip-
pendorff’s alpha (Krippendorff, 2011) on the an-
notated attributes of the moral events, where 1 is
complete agreement, -1 is complete disagreement,
and 0 is chance agreement. The high agreement
for merged articles validates our decision to revise
annotations. In addition, for merged articles using
approach (b), annotator agreement on the article’s
ideological leaning is 0.76. Upon comparing an-
notated article leanings with AllSides’ media-level
ideology labels, we find a significant improvement
in the matching rate, rising from 70.9% to 76.4%,
after the adjudication process.

4 Models

We now define the task of moral event extraction,
where models must extract structured moral events
from unstructured texts. In the same vein as main-
stream event extraction, we decompose moral event
extraction into event detection and event argument
extraction sub-tasks, but with a special focus on
morality. To tackle these tasks, we develop a new
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Figure 2: Overview of our moral knowledge augmented
generative framework, MOKA, for (downstream) moral
event extraction. The left part displays the process of
retrieving and combining relevant scenarios through the
moral-scenario augmentation module. The right part
shows how the moral-word augmentation module inte-
grates moral word knowledge through attention-based
soft retrieval. Embeddings for Threaten and Assault are
colored in red and they embody Harm, while Protect is in
blue and it embodies Care. The agent “Supreme Court
of the United States” is shortened as “SCOTUS” in the
diagram. {} indicates there can be multiple instances
for one field. The inputs to MOKA are a 4-sentence
segment and a full moral event span for tasks A and C,
but a 4-sentence segment only for task B.

framework, MOKA (Figure 2), which incorpo-
rates external moral knowledge into pre-trained
language models at two levels: lexical-based moral
word knowledge (§4.1) and example-based moral
scenario knowledge (§4.2). We instantiate MOKA
with Flan-T5-large, noting that MOKA is also
compatible with models of different architectures
(encoder-decoder and causal LMs).

Moral Knowledge Augmentation. To harness
moral reasoning, it is critical to have a priori knowl-
edge of necessary moral principles, just like a per-
son of practical wisdom would (Leibowitz, 2014;
Schwartz and Sharpe, 2011). However, large lan-
guage models’ access to moral facts is usually lim-
ited due to the lack of moral knowledge seen in
the pretraining corpus (Jiang et al., 2021), although
injecting morality into models has long been a ques-
tion for debate (Wallach and Allen, 2008; Bigman
and Gray, 2018; Awad et al., 2018).

Models with a retrieval mechanism to access
explicit non-parametric memory can provide prove-

nance for their decision-making process and thus
perform more robustly (Lewis et al., 2020). These
retrieval mechanisms have so far been mainly inves-
tigated for certain knowledge-intensive tasks, such
as entity-intensive question answering (Glass et al.,
2022; Chen et al., 2023). Hence, our work takes the
first step to marry a retrieval component with moral
knowledge to improve moral event understanding.

4.1 Moral Word Knowledge

MORALITY BANK Construction. Unlike open
domains where an existing knowledge base (KB)
is always available such as the WikiData,4 no such
KB exists in the realm of moralities. Seeing that,
we hypothesize that an utterance embodies a moral-
ity if it contains a mention which embodies a spe-
cific value, where a moral mention is an occur-
rence of a moral word.5 Therefore, we union two
validated morality lexicons, MFD (Graham et al.,
2009) and MFD2.0 (Frimer et al., 2019), and obtain
891 moral words. We scrape example sentences
that contain at least one moral mention from four
authoritative online dictionaries.6 We limit the sen-
tence length between 5 and 80 words, totaling 334k
sentences. 95% of example sentences are used for
pre-training and the rest for validation. Samples
from Morality Bank are shown in Table A5.

Lexicon Memory Access. Similar to Févry et al.
(2020) and Verga et al. (2021), we define the Lex-
icon Memory E as a matrix containing an em-
bedding for each moral word. For each word,
we initialize and freeze its embedding, e, by av-
eraging the contextualized representations of its
mentions in all example sentences. During en-
coding, a moral mention is tagged with a special
token pair (<Morality>, </Morality>). Ac-
cess to the Lexicon Memory is triggered when
encountering the morality special tokens as fol-
lows. MOKA takes as a query vector hq, the av-
eraged representation of the special token pair and
the moral mention in between. hq is then used
to retrieve relevant moral knowledge hm from the
Lexicon Memory via a single-head attention mech-
anism, hm = Attn(hq,E), where Attn(·,·) is the
same cross-attention mechanism as implemented in

4www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page
5A moral word is a unique entry in the morality lexicon

and the base form of moral mentions. For example, mentions
like threatening and threatened are mapped to Threaten entry.

6Cambridge (UK & US sites), Merriam-Webster, Dictio-
nary.com, and YourDictionary.com which itself is a compila-
tion of 16 authoritative sources.

www.wikidata.org/wiki/Wikidata:Main_Page


Vaswani et al. (2017). Finally, hm is added to hq,
the sum of which is normalized before being fed to
the next layer. Following Févry et al. (2020), we
interleave standard transformer layers with the Lex-
icon Memory access layer at a lower layer, which
is 8th layer (L1 = 8 and L2 = 16 in Figure 2).

Moral Word Knowledge Pre-training. The pre-
training objective is a combination of language
modeling (LLM ), morality prediction (LMV ), and
moral word linking (LMWL) and moral label as-
sociation (LMLA), each is described below. Lan-
guage modeling is employed to train MOKA to
denoise corrupted sentences, to familiarize itself
with moral language usage. Morality prediction
is introduced to provide a direct signal to train
MOKA to uncover the morality embodied in a
morality-bearing input sentence. Note, to pre-
vent MOKA from learning shortcuts, the seed
word used to scrape the input sentence is always
masked.7 Lastly, we propose two new training
objectives to train the memory access mechanism
effectively. For each moral mention in the text,
moral word linking objective guides MOKA to
identify the corresponding moral word by learning
to maximize the attention score over the correct en-
try, e.g., Threaten entry in Figure 2. Furthermore,
we design a moral label association objective to
promote MOKA’s capability of associating a moral
mention and its embodied morality(s). To this end,
MOKA is trained to, for each morality embodied
by the mention, maximize the summation of atten-
tion scores over all moral words in E that share the
same morality. To support the training of moral
words that might be associated with more than one
morality, we use multi-label margin loss, as de-
scribed in Equation (4). This objective has merits
in flattening scores over target moralities and mit-
igating saturated gradients compared to standard
cross-entropy. Detailed mathematical formulations
of Lexicon Memory access are in Appendix B.

Our work differs from existing work using entity
memory (Févry et al., 2020; Verga et al., 2021) in
three aspects. First, moral concepts and stances are
more abstract than concrete entities. No KB exists
in the context of morality, so we curate MORALITY

BANK, transforming morality-bearing sentences
into a structured knowledge base. In addition, un-
like entity memory which can utilize entity-linking
tools out-of-the-box, we rely on designed objec-

7We also experimented with not always masking a seed
word, which yields inferior results.

tives LMWL and LMLA to enable memory access.

4.2 Moral Scenario Knowledge
Moral Scenario Bank Compilation. Although
fundamental theoretical moral theories are prescrip-
tive and rule-based, we depart from this approach
and adopt example-based, descriptive moral scenar-
ios. As pointed out by Jiang et al. (2021), while hu-
man kinds can directly understand abstract moral
principles without the need for interaction with
concrete moral scenarios, those principles are too
perplexing for machines. Consequently, we guide
MOKA to develop its moral sense by immersing it
in real-world moral scenarios. To achieve this, we
compile a suite of Moral Scenario Banks by incor-
porating three large-scale ethics-related datasets:
Delphi (Jiang et al., 2021), Social Chemistry
(Forbes et al., 2020), and ETHICS (Hendrycks et al.,
2021). We convert them into 7 moral scenario
banks, and show detailed statistics and examples in
Table A6.
Scenario Retrieval. For each moral scenario bank,
we convert (scenario, label) pairs into a key-value
pairs. Then, we encode all keys into dense vec-
tors using the Flan-T5 encoder, which ensures an
isomorphic embedding space between searching
and reasoning. To implement efficient maximum
inner-product search (MIPS), we create a ScaNN
index (Guo et al., 2020) and search top-K relevant
scenario pairs using dot product similarity between
the query and keys, i.e., scenarios. We set K = 3
in this study. Retrieved scenario pairs are concate-
nated together with the input, which is then fed into
MOKA encoder, as shown in Figure 2.
Moral Scenario Knowledge Pre-training. We
pre-train MOKA on moral scenario banks to im-
prove its moral reasoning by guiding it to navigate
the complex interplay of diverse moral principles
within real-world scenarios. The task is formulated
as given an input scenario and a set of relevant sce-
nario pairs in the form of (scenario, label),8 such
as (“enjoying your life with your family”, “morally
good”), MOKA is trained to generate a desired
output.

To further improve the digestion of retrieved sce-
narios and enhance the encoder’s moral reasoning
capabilities, we introduce a new pre-training ob-
jective – Retrieved Label Masking (RLM). Specif-
ically, we randomly mask out the label of one re-

8During pre-training, the input and retrieved scenarios are
from the same source, so we remove the identical one from
the retrieved set.



trieved example and apply MLM objective to re-
cover this label. Through explicitly training the
encoder to discern the associated moral label, it can
help MOKA from collapsing to simply memoriz-
ing retrieved labels and making trivial inferences.9

This approach is in line with retrieval augmented
generation, in which existing work mainly em-
powers a language model with a retriever to fetch
knowledge items in text form from an external
knowledge bank (Lewis et al., 2020; Fan et al.,
2021; Shi et al., 2022; Izacard et al., 2022). How-
ever, most existing work is limited to the use of a
single knowledge source, where the only exception
is a contemporaneous work by Pan et al. (2023).
On the contrary, MOKA embraces multiple moral
knowledge sources under different moral scenarios.

4.3 Downstream Moral Event Extraction

Figure 2 depicts the flow when MOKA is deployed
for downstream moral event extraction. At fine-
tuning stage, we first take the input passage to
retrieve K-scenarios (K=3) from the moral sce-
nario bank MOKA is pre-trained on. We then
combine retrieved scenarios with the original in-
put to create a moral knowledge-enriched input.
Next, we tag moral mentions on the fly, and then
follow the Lexcion Memory Access steps out-
lined in §4.1 to integrate moral word knowledge.
Eventually, MOKA is trained to generate an end-
task-specific output with three training objectives:
LFT = LCE + LMWL + LMLA, where LCE is a
standard cross-entropy loss applied to the decoder,
and LMWL and LMLA are the same memory-
access losses as described in §4.1.

5 Experiments

5.1 Tasks and Datasets

We conduct holistic evaluations on three different
moral event extraction sub-tasks using two datasets,
our curated MORAL EVENTS and eMFD corpus
(Hopp et al., 2021). The input in all tasks is a
4-sentence document which includes a target sen-
tence, a preceding sentence, a succeeding sentence,
and a title.10

Task A: Moral foundation prediction. Given a
document and one moral event span, the goal of

9In pertaining, we find that retrieved labels match the out-
put label 60% of the time.

10eMFD corpus does not contain title, so we include 2
preceding sentences instead.

Model
MORAL EVENTS eMFD Corpus

F1 Acc. F1 Acc.

Baselines
Dictionary-based counting (Brady et al.) 45.8 56.8 33.0 52.0
RoBERTa (large; Liu et al.) 63.6 82.6 28.7 69.0
POLITICS (base; Liu et al.) 62.7 82.4 29.0 68.8
ChatGPT (zero-shot; Li et al.) 41.2 69.9 31.9 66.9
ChatGPT (few-shot; Li et al.) 46.9 75.6 30.5 69.1
Flan-T5 (large; Chung et al.) 62.0 83.6 25.4 68.4

MOKA with moral word knowledge augmentation only
Pretrain on Morality Bank only 63.6 83.9 27.3 69.0

+ moral word linking 63.9 83.9 27.8 69.0
+ moral label association 64.0 83.9 28.5 69.1

MOKA with moral scenario knowledge augmentation only
Delphi (moral judgement; Jiang et al.) 63.7 84.1 30.4 70.4

w/ RLM 62.3 83.8 30.1 70.3
Deontology (Hendrycks et al.) 62.5 83.6 30.5 70.5

w/ RLM 62.2 83.5 30.4 70.4
Social chem (foundation; Forbes et al.) 62.2 83.7 32.4 70.6

w/ RLM 64.1 84.0 32.5 70.7

MOKA with dual moral knowledge augmentation
Delphi (moral judgement) 63.3 83.6 32.9 70.7

w/o moral label association 63.9 84.1 32.1 70.6
Deontology 64.0 84.0 32.9 70.8

w/o moral label association 64.2 84.0 34.3 71.1
Social chem (foundation) 65.3 84.3 33.7 71.0

w/o moral label association 64.1 84.0 33.4 71.0

Improvements over best baseline 2.7% 0.8% 3.9% 2.9%

Table 2: Weighted F1 and accuracy results on MORAL
EVENTS and eMFD Corpus (Hopp et al., 2021) for task
A (average of 5 runs). Best results are in bold. Our
MOKAs that outperform all baselines are highlighted
on a scale of 5 red shades based on the relative im-
provements over the strongest baseline. Our MOKAs
augmented with dual moral knowledge achieves better
performances across the board by non-trivial margins.
Full results and color scheme explanations refer to Ta-
ble A4.

models is to make a 5-way judgment on the moral
foundation for the given moral event.
Task B: Moral event trigger detection. Similar
to mainstream event trigger detection, given a doc-
ument, the models are expected to detect moral
event triggers from the target sentence.
Task C: Moral event argument extraction. Con-
ditioned on a document and one moral event span,
the model output is in a triplet format including
identifications of moral agents and patients in ad-
dition to a 10-way morality prediction. This task
requires profound moral reasoning skills to excel
and understand the interplay between participants
and moralities.

We include eMFD corpus (Hopp et al., 2021) as
another benchmark, which does not annotate event
attributes but moral foundations only, marking it
only applicable to Task A. Also, since each docu-
ment might embody more than one foundation or
morality, we follow existing research on approach-
ing multi-label classification with generative mod-
els (Yang et al., 2018; Yue et al., 2021; Chai et al.,
2022) by consistently linearizing foundations or
moralities as a sequence in our experiments.



Model
Task B Task C

Trigger EM Morality F1 Agent EM Agent F1 Patient EM Patient F1

Baselines
DEGREE (base; Hsu et al.) 45.5 53.0 47.3 58.6 30.1 39.2
DEGREE (large; Hsu et al.) 46.2 54.2 49.2 60.3 30.5 40.3
ChatGPT (zero-shot; Li et al.) 19.5 39.5 30.3 49.8 12.3 23.2
ChatGPT (few-shot; Li et al.) 32.1 38.1 34.2 51.4 20.1 30.6
Flan-T5 (large; Chung et al.) 46.2 53.8 47.5 59.4 30.8 41.2

MOKA with moral word knowledge augmentation only
Pretrain on Morality Bank only 45.3 54.6 47.5 59.9 31.2 41.7

+ moral word linking 45.6 55.9 47.6 59.8 31.5 41.7
+ moral word linking + moral label association 46.2 57.0 48.3 60.2 31.3 41.9

MOKA with moral scenario knowledge augmentation only
Delphi (moral judgement; Jiang et al.) 47.0 57.5 48.5 60.4 30.9 41.4

w/ RLM 47.4 55.6 48.5 60.3 31.2 41.5
Deontology (Hendrycks et al.) 46.1 54.8 49.0 60.9 30.9 41.6

w/ RLM 47.2 56.0 49.5 61.2 31.3 42.1
Social chem (foundation; Forbes et al.) 46.7 56.5 48.9 61.4 31.0 41.4

w/ RLM 47.5 56.0 48.8 60.5 31.0 41.7

MOKA with dual moral knowledge augmentation
Delphi (moral judgement) 47.4 56.8 48.1 60.3 30.2 40.5

w/o moral label association 46.7 57.2 47.6 60.0 30.2 40.5
Deontology 46.8 58.2 47.9 60.3 30.9 41.1

w/o moral label association 48.1 57.3 48.2 61.0 30.7 41.1
Social chem (foundation) 46.5 58.1 48.4 61.0 30.5 40.8

w/o moral label association 46.7 57.7 48.2 60.5 30.0 40.1

Improvements over best baseline 4.1% 7.4% 0.6% 1.8% 2.3% 2.2%

Table 3: Results on MORAL EVENTS for tasks B and C, and breakdown of performances by event attributes (average
of 5 runs). Best results are in bold. Our MOKAs that outperform all baselines are highlighted on a scale of 5
red shades based on the relative improvements over the strongest baseline. Our MOKAs augmented with dual
moral knowledge achieve consistently better performance on trigger detection and morality inference, while the
best results on participant extractions are reached by single-knowledge variants. Full results and color scheme
explanations refer to Table A7.

We split MORAL EVENTS by chronological or-
der, and take as the test set 90 news articles pub-
lished in the 2nd half of 2022. We sample a sub-
set of articles from the eMFD corpus and partition
them randomly on the article level. Table A3 shows
the detailed statistics of splits on both datasets.

5.2 Baselines

For the well-established Task A, following Alhas-
san et al. (2022), we compare with encoder-only
models: RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and POLI-
TICS (Liu et al., 2022), a RoBERTa-based model
that is continually trained on 3 million news arti-
cles with triplet loss. We also include a dictionary
approach as a baseline (Brady et al., 2017), where
the moral foundation is determined by the presence
of moral words defined in validated morality lexi-
cons (Graham et al., 2009; Buttrick et al., 2020).11

On the other hand, Task B and C are two novel
tasks introduced in this work to study different as-
pects of moral events, we thus follow the literature
on event extraction (Parekh et al., 2022; Li et al.,
2023), and compare with a SOTA baseline, DE-
GREE (Hsu et al., 2022), a BART-based model

11To prevent trivially predicting all foundations, we con-
sider the top-3 moral foundations based on counting frequency.

that extracts event records using natural language
templates. For all three tasks, we compare with
Flan-T5-Large model (Chung et al., 2022), which
are fine-tuned on the downstream evaluation sets
only, and adapt prompts designed in Li et al. (2023)
to test the capability of ChatGPT, gpt-3.5-turbo.
Our adapted prompts are shown in Table A8.

5.3 MOKA Variants

We consider three variants of MOKA. First, with
moral word knowledge augmentation only, we
experiment with pertaining on Morality Bank
only with LLM and LMV training objectives. We
then gradually add our designed objectives: LMWL

and LMLA. For moral scenario knowledge aug-
mentation only, we connect MOKA with one Sce-
nario Bank at a time,12 and test the effectiveness of
our suggested RLM objective. Putting all together,
with the final dual moral knowledge augmenta-
tion variant, we always use the models that are
pre-trained with the RLM objective. We further ex-
amine MOKA’s efficacy with and without LMLA

in the moral word pre-training stage.

12We also experimented with conflating all Scenario Banks
together. However, this did not improve performance, but led
to a slower training time due to the considerably larger index.



5.4 Results

Evaluation Metrics. We report accuracy and
weighted F1 for moral foundation prediction in
Task A and morality inference in Task C. For trig-
ger detection (Task B), We consider Trigger F1-
score, the same criteria as in prior works (Wadden
et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2020). For participants ex-
traction (i.e., agents and patients) in Task C, we
follow QA (Rajpurkar et al., 2016, 2018) and EE
(Du and Cardie, 2020a; Tong et al., 2022) commu-
nities, and adopt span-level Exact Match (EM) and
token-level F1 as two evaluation metrics.

Table 2 shows Task A evaluation results. Due
to different annotation schemes, performances on
MORAL EVENTS and eMFD corpus exhibit distinct
trends. Specifically, our MORAL EVENTS aligns
with a natural moral foundation distribution as seen
in Table 1, while an artifact is evident in the eMFD
corpus, where all foundations are roughly equally
represented. Encoder-only models show strong
performances on both datasets, where RoBERTa-
large achieves the best F1 scores on our MORAL

EVENTS. ChatGPT, despite its stunning capability
in various tasks, also struggles to understand and
discern moral foundations. Flan-T5-large, the back-
bone model in MOKA, yields unsatisfying results,
especially on eMFD corpus, due to a lack of ethics-
related documents in its pertaining stage (Jiang
et al., 2021). Thanks to our designed moral knowl-
edge augmentation, MOKA effectively improves
Flan-T5’s moral reasoning capabilities by 35% (F1
of 34.3 vs. 25.4). Besides, MOKA achieves the
best performances across all metrics and datasets
when augmented with both moral word and sce-
nario knowledge. In contrast, the inclusion of sin-
gle knowledge leads to suboptimal performances,
which are generally falling behind by 1 F1 point on
our MORAL EVENTS.

Table 3 presents model performances on Task
B and C. Similar to Task A, ChatGPT is perform-
ing worse than specialized EE systems. Although
DEGREE stands as a SOTA model in the general
domain, typically surpassing 70% F1 points on
event extraction datasets like ACE 2005 (Dodding-
ton et al., 2004), its performance is not superior
to fine-tuning a Flan-T5 model. This highlights
the unique challenges posed by moral event under-
standing. On the contrary, when equipped with
dual moral knowledge, MOKA yields the best per-
formance in terms of trigger detection and moral-
ity inference. Particularly, the 7% performance
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Figure 3: Number of moral events in each 100-word
segment. Highly partisan media outlets tend to include
more moral language than non-partisan ones.

gain on morality inference over the best model in
the literature can be attributed to MOKA effec-
tively assimilating moral knowledge at different
granularities after undergoing two stages of moral-
knowledge-centric pre-training. That being said, it
is worth noting that the best participant extraction
results are reached by single-knowledge variants.
We posit that this phenomenon might be ascribed to
the injected moral knowledge not directly availing
the moral reasoning of participants.

Owing to space limitation, we display key results
in Table 2 and 3, presenting the performance on
one scenario bank from each ethics-related dataset,
and full results can be found in Table A4 and A7.

6 Further Analysis

In this section, we further investigate the use of
moral language in news media through the lens of
selective reporting of moral events. We validate
past work showing how different ideologies focus
on different moralities (RQ1), but then go beyond
that to show how the selective reporting of moral
narratives, in the form of ideological agents and
patients plus moral events, reveals far more sub-
tle and asymmetrical forms of bias and selective
reporting (RQ2).

RQ1: Does moral language usage correlate with
media ideology? As seen in Figure 3, more ex-
treme outlets unsurprisingly tend to use more moral
language overall, and the least use is by the Centrist
media. As seen in Figure 4, the most frequent moral
foundation is Care/Harm, in line with findings on
social media text (Hoover et al., 2020; Trager et al.,
2022). Similarly, both domains use relatively little
Sanctity/Degradation, which measures religious,
social, and physical purity and disgust, which are
rarely reported in the news. However, news media
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Figure 4: Employed moral foundation distribution by
media outlets of different ideologies.

use a far higher proportion of Authority/Subversion
than social media because much of the news fo-
cuses on politicians and other ruling figures. In con-
trast, social media covers more Fairness/Cheating,
due to its greater focus on explicit morality as seen
in movements like #BLM and #MeToo, and also
due to AITA Reddit forum with its special focus on
personal ethical violations (Alhassan et al., 2022).

Within these general tendencies, we find that the
left media focuses more on Care/Harm, while the
right media focuses more on Authority/Subversion,
in line with MFT (Graham et al., 2009). The differ-
ences are relatively small compared to the shared
tendency to report more Care/Harm by both sides.

RQ2: How is media bias revealed by the selec-
tive reporting of agent-morality-patient narra-
tives? Moral narratives are fundamentally con-
structed out of three elements: an agent, a patient,
and an action with an associated morality. To under-
stand how ideology and morality shape the news,
we must examine these three elements jointly.

To measure agent and patient ideologies, all en-
tities that appeared in at least two news articles
were coded by a domain expert for their partisan
leaning on a binary left/right scale,13 yielding 197
coded entities and 1, 253 associated events. Fig-
ures 5 and 6 show the correlations between agent-
patient relationship and outlet ideologies for the
two most prevalent foundations, Care/Harm and
Authority/Subversion. These correlations reveal
rich differences between left, right, and center me-
dia that do not fall into the simple partisan symme-
tries that have been posited previously (Gentzkow
and Shapiro, 2005; Graham et al., 2009; Gentzkow
and Shapiro, 2010).

Within Care/Harm (Figure 5), left media report

13We use Left and and Right to refer to entities with dif-
ferent ideologies along US political spectrum.
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Figure 5: Correlation among agent-patient relationships,
media outlet ideologies, and Care-/Harm-bearing
moral events.

relatively more Right-harm-Left events, and vice
versa for the right media, which fits well into stan-
dard ideological typologies. However, an inter-
esting asymmetry is that all media report more
Right-harm-Left events than the reverse, includ-
ing Centrist outlets. Additionally, we are surprised
to see that the Centrist outlets are not balanced but
instead show a pronounced tendency to report more
Care/Harm where the Right entity is the agent.

For Authority/Subversion (Figure 6), we find out-
lets of both left and right ideologies report far more
on Right-to-Left Authority overall, and the Cen-
trist media are once again far more focused on
Right-agent events. These asymmetries are even
more notable with Subversion, where we see right
media reporting (disapprovingly) on Left entities
subverting the Right but also (approvingly) on
Right subverting the Left; and the Centrist me-
dia are radically skewed and prefer stories of the
Right subverting the Left.

To summarize, mainstream media strive for bal-
ance in ideological language, entities, and even ex-
pressed values, but when we example agent-value-
patient triplets, ideologically-driven biases are im-
mediately evident. For instance, right media pre-
fer to depict the Left harming or subverting the
Right, and vice versa. Meanwhile, we also discern
both important left-right asymmetries, and also the
distinctive behavior of Centrist media, which over-
whelmingly focuses on Right agents. These re-
sults illustrate the importance of entity-event-level
morality analysis in political news.

7 Conclusion

Motivated by Moral Foundation Theory (MFT), we
have embarked on the study of moral event extrac-
tion. This is a novel moral reasoning task with
the objective of, given unstructured text, produc-
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ing structural representations for morality-bearing
events including detecting triggers, identifying par-
ticipating entities, and inferring embodied moral-
ity. To support this study, we curate a new dataset,
MORAL EVENTS, consisting of 5, 494 structured
annotations. To tackle this challenging task, we pro-
pose MOKA, a moral reasoning-enhanced event
extraction framework with moral knowledge aug-
mentation. Specifically, we employ retrieval aug-
mentation by integrating moral knowledge at vary-
ing granularities, including knowledge derived
from both moral words and moral scenarios. Our
further analyses reveal the effectiveness of utilizing
moral events to discern ideologically-driven biases
even when the outlets report events that seem ob-
jectively presented.
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A MORAL EVENTS Annotation Quality
Control

We ensured the quality of the annotations at multi-
ple steps in the collection process. All annotators
participated in a training phase before beginning
the annotations. In addition, the annotators partici-
pated in a weekly review session with the authors
who would answer questions and provide guidance
for annotators to revise their annotations.

We also found high inter-annotator agreement.
This paragraph is based on comparing article an-
notations before and after the revision, i.e., ap-
proach (a) as described in §3.2. To compute agree-
ment, we first identify overlapping moral event text
spans where half of the words are identical, and
then obtain Krippendorff’s alpha’s on the anno-
tated properties (e.g., Agent, Patient) of the events.
The revised articles have on average 5.7% more
annotations than the first-pass articles. In terms of
the nature of disagreements, some disagreements
were on whether an event was negated. For ex-
ample, a sentence like “the president did not sign
the bill” contains a clearly negated event, due to
the presence of the word “not.” However, in the
sentence “the president hesitated to sign the bill”,
one annotator could have annotated the event “hes-
itated”, while another could annotate the negated
event “sign”. In addition, annotators sometimes
disagreed on the morality of an event. For exam-
ple, “the Supreme Court overrule the case” could
be marked as Harm towards one patient, or Care
towards a different patient. In addition, a secondary
morality, Authority, was often annotated, but the
disagreement was on whether the Authority was
strong (acting in a way that exercised their author-
ity) or moderate/weak (just doing their job). Many
of these such annotations are subjective, though
overall we find that these disagreements do not sub-
stantially lower the quality of our dataset. For this
project, we use the revised annotations as training
and testing data for our models.

Likewise, a similar quality control study is con-
ducted on annotated articles undergoing merging,
approach (b) as described in §3.2. Agreement lev-
els are included in table A2. For this portion of
data, we use the merged annotations as training
and testing data for our models. Agreement on the
article’s ideological leaning is 0.7577.

Furthermore, upon comparing all annotated ar-
ticles, our annotated article leanings align with
AllSides’ media-level labels for 70.9% and 76.4%

Entity Frequency

Americans 156
Donald Trump 123
United States 118
Republican Party 100
Joe Biden 93
Democratic Party 87
Barack Obama 81
United States Congress 72
People 58
Supreme Court of the United States 52
Federal Government of the United States 45
Justice Department 41
Biden Administration 35
Hillary Clinton 27
United States House of Representatives 27
United States Senate 24
White House 23
Immigrants 22
Trump Administration 22
Obama Administration 21
Police 20
Affordable Care Act 20
Women 20
Federal Bureau of Investigation 18
Ukraine 18
Food and Drug Administration 18
Senate Republicans 18
State Department 17
Mitch McConnell 17
Lawmakers 16

Table A1: Top-30 frequent entities in MORAL EVENTS
sorted by their frequencies, i.e., the number of articles
in which an entity appears.

Attribute Merged Revised

Agent 0.77 0.94
Patient 0.64 0.92
Morality 0.67 0.92
Event Status 0.59 0.91

Table A2: Krippendorff’s alpha on various event at-
tributes for revised (approach a) and merged (approach
b) event annotations.

of the time before and after the second-pass adjudi-
cation, respectively. We follow Zhang et al. (2022)
and consider the difference between our annotated
article leaning and AllSides label within one level
as a match, e.g., Left (0) and Lean Left (1) are
matched. This further illuminates the high quality
of MORAL EVENTS and the effectiveness of our
design two-pass annotation process.

B Implementation Details of Lexicon
Memory Access

Lexicon Memory Access. Access to the Lexicon
Memory is triggered when encountering the moral-
ity special tokens as follows. MOKA takes as a
query vector hq, the averaged representation of the
special token pair, (<Morality>, </Morality>),



MORAL EVENTS eMFD Corpus (Hopp et al.)

Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

# of stories 112 16 30 - - -
# of articles 336 48 90 261 54 96
# of sentences 9,568 1,256 2,605 10,331 2,042 3,454
# of moral events 4,124 494 876 10,694 1,839 4,513
# of moralities 4,948 606 1,047 11,814 1,958 5,562
Time range 2012-2021 01-06/2022 07-12/2022 - - -

Table A3: Splits and statistics of MORAL EVENTS and eMFD corpus (Hopp et al., 2021). It is worth noting that a
moral event might embody more than one morality.

and the moral mention in between. hq is then used
to retrieve relevant moral knowledge hm from the
Lexicon Memory via a single-head attention mech-
anism.

hm =W2(Σαi ·mi) (1)

αi =
exp

(
m⊤

i W1hq

)
ΣM
j=1 exp

(
m⊤

j W1hq

) (2)

where M is the size of moral lexicon, mi is a moral
word embedding, and W1 and W2 are learnable
matrices. Eventually, hm is added to hq, the sum
of which is normalized before being fed to the next
Transformer layer, which is 9th layer in MOKA.

Moral Word Knowledge Pre-training. The pre-
training objective is a combination of language
modeling (LLM ), morality prediction (LMV ), and
moral word linking (LMWL) and moral label asso-
ciation (LMLA). In this part, we provide detailed
mathematical formulations for LMWL and LMLA.

Without loss of generality, the input sentence is
defined as x = [x1, x2, · · ·, xT ] of length T which
contains a set of moral mentions {(xj ,mj , Vj)}.
xj is a moral mention in x, mj is the corresponding
moral word,14 and Vj = {vj,1, vj,2, ...} is the set
of associated moralities.
LMWL: For each moral mention (xj) in text,

the moral word linking objective guides MOKA
to identify the corresponding moral word (mj) by
learning to maximize the attention score over the
correct entry. That is, LMWL := maxαmj , where
αmj is computed using Equation (2).
LMLA: For each moral mention (xj) in text, the

moral label association objective is, for each moral-
ity (vj,k) embodied by the mention, maximize the
summation of attention scores over all moral words
that share the same morality. Here, we denote

14Here, we abuse the notations: mj refers to both a moral
word and the corresponding entry ID in our morality lexicon.

Mvj,k as a set of moral words that carry vj,k value.
We compute the aggregated attention score (Aj,k)
for each embodied morality as follows:

Aj,k =
∑

mi∈Mvj,k

αmi (3)

We then denote Aj as the set of embodied
moralities’ aggregated attention scores, i.e., Aj =
{Aj,k1 ,Aj,k2 , ...} where |Aj | = |Vj |. By conven-
tion, we use AC

j to represent the complement set,
i.e., a set of aggregated attention scores of non-
embodied moralities. To support the training of
moral words that might be associated with more
than one morality, we use multi-label margin loss
as shown in Equation (4):

LMLA := min

∑
p∈Aj

∑
q∈AC

j
max(0, 1− (p− q))

|Aj |+ |AC
j |

(4)

:= min

∑
p∈Aj

∑
q∈AC

j
1− (p− q)

10
(5)

We derive Equation (5) from Equation (4), since
we notice that aggregated attention scores are al-
ways bound between [0, 1], and there is a fixed
number of plausible moralities, which is 10.

C Annotation Guideline

Annotation Goal: Jointly annotate entities (with
agency property) and events (with a moral basis).

Entities. Entities are the participants in events.
They will usually possess moral agency, i.e., the
capability of doing things right or wrong (Gray and
Wegner, 2009). There will usually be two entities
for every event: the agent is the doer or enabler of
the event, and the patient is the one affected by the
event.

Entity Types: An entity will often be a Person,
Organization, Nation, or something that is backed
by entities that have agency.



Model
MORAL EVENTS eMFD Corpus

F1 Acc. F1 Acc.

Baselines
Dictionary-based counting (Brady et al.) 45.8 56.8 33.0 52.0
RoBERTa-large (large; Liu et al.) 63.6 82.6 28.7 69.0
POLITICS (base; Liu et al.) 62.7 82.4 29.0 68.8
ChatGPT (zero-shot; Li et al.) 41.2 69.9 31.9 66.9
ChatGPT (few-shot; Li et al.) 46.9 75.6 30.5 69.1
Flan-T5 (large; Chung et al.) 62.0 83.6 25.4 68.4

MOKA with moral word knowledge augmentation only
Pretrain on Morality Bank only 63.6 83.9 27.3 69.0

+ moral word linking 63.9 83.9 27.8 69.0
+ moral label association 64.0 83.9 28.5 69.1

MOKA with moral scenario knowledge augmentation only
Delphi (moral agreement; Jiang et al.) 62.5 84.0 30.0 70.2

w/ RLM 63.2 84.2 30.3 70.3
Delphi (moral judgement; Jiang et al.) 63.7 84.1 30.4 70.4

w/ RLM 62.3 83.8 30.1 70.3
Deontology (Hendrycks et al.) 62.5 83.6 30.5 70.5

w/ RLM 62.2 83.5 30.4 70.4
Justice (Hendrycks et al.) 62.5 83.7 30.4 70.3

w/ RLM 62.4 83.6 31.8 70.6
Social chem (judgement; Forbes et al.) 63.6 84.2 30.0 70.2

w/ RLM 62.9 83.6 30.7 70.4
Social chem (foundation; Forbes et al.) 62.2 83.7 32.4 70.6

w/ RLM 64.1 84.0 32.5 70.7
Social chem (morality; Forbes et al.) 62.7 83.8 30.0 70.3

w/ RLM 63.3 84.1 32.5 70.6

MOKA with dual moral knowledge augmentation
Delphi (moral agreement) 64.4 84.3 34.0 71.0

w/o moral label association 63.3 84.0 33.2 70.8
Delphi (moral judgement) 63.3 83.6 32.9 70.7

w/o moral label association 63.9 84.1 32.1 70.6
Deontology 64.0 84.0 32.9 70.8

w/o moral label association 64.2 84.0 34.3 71.1
Justice 64.0 84.0 32.9 71.0

w/o moral label association 63.7 84.1 33.3 71.0
Social chem (judgement) 64.3 84.2 32.7 70.9

w/o moral label association 64.2 84.3 33.4 71.1
Social chem (foundation) 65.3 84.3 33.7 71.0

w/o moral label association 64.1 84.0 33.4 71.0
Social chem (morality) 64.5 83.9 34.6 71.3

w/o moral label association 63.8 84.0 33.3 70.9

Improvements over best baseline 2.7% 0.8% 4.8% 3.2%

Table A4: Full weighted F1 and accuracy results on
MORAL EVENTS and eMFD Corpus (Hopp et al., 2021)
for task A. Best results are in bold. Color scheme:
MOKA and its single-knowledge-augmented variants
are highlighted on a scale of 5 red shades based on
the relative improvements over the strongest baseline.
They are highlighted in pale pink , pink , rose-pink ,

rose-red and dark red , if the relative gains are in the
range of (0.0%−0.5%], (0.5%−2.0%], (2.0%−4.0%],
(4.0%− 7.0%] and (7.0%−∞%), respectively.

Agency: Entities usually possess moral agency
regardless of whether they are the agent or pa-
tient. Sometimes, an entity itself might not have
agency but is backed by some other entities that
have agency. For example, “hurting the Constitu-
tion” essentially means “hurting the people”. The
Constitution itself has no agency, but the people
behind the Constitution have agency, so we anno-
tate either “Constitution” or “People” as the moral
patient.

Canonical Names are uniquely identified strings
in a knowledge base such as Wikipedia. Entities
should be annotated with their canonical name, if
possible. An entity’s canonical name might not be
the first occurrence of that name in the article. For
consistency, please use the same canonical name

throughout the entire article. For example, men-
tions of “President Trump” or “Trump” should be
annotated as “Donald Trump”.

Moral Events. Moral events have a basis in
moral foundations and possess moral evaluations
that arise when the patient has agency and can be
harmed or helped by an action/event (McPherson,
1984; Gray and Wegner, 2009). The annotated
event must be a concise span that exactly appears
in the text, and it should carry stand-alone meaning.

Event Entities: Agent & Patient: For each
moral event, there must be at least one enabler
(agent) as well as at least one affected (patient).
If the agent and patient are not apparent in the
text, please infer them to make sure both agent and
patient are present. For example, in the follow-
ing sentence “That briefing averted congressional
criticism, even though the administration formally
missed a deadline to implement sanctions targeting
Russian defense and intelligence industries”, we
can tell that there is a moral event “missed a dead-
line” (which embodies a morality of betrayal), and
the associated agent is “Trump Administration”.
However, the patient is not explicitly stated, but we
can infer “Congress” as a patient since missing the
deadline would impede Congress from implement-
ing sanctions or taking further actions.

Moral Foundations: Follow MFT (Graham
et al., 2009), MFD 2.0 (Frimer et al., 2019) and
supplementary materials of eMFD (Hopp et al.,
2021) to annotate the moral foundation(s) embod-
ied in each moral event. Note, a moral event can
embody more than one morality.

1. Ten moralities: There are five moral founda-
tions, each with a positive and negative polar-
ity: Care, Harm, Fairness, Cheating, Loyalty,
Betrayal, Authority, Subversion, Sanctity, and
Degradation.

2. Author’s Point of View: During the annota-
tion process, annotate from the author’s per-
spective rather than the audience’s. In other
words, consider what the author is trying to
say or imply by writing these words. You may
also consider why the author included this
event, and what kind of morality is embodied
through the inclusion of this event.

3. Morality Toward the Patient: The annotated
morality should reflect the perception of the
patients, towards whom an agent performs a
moral action.



Sentence Napoleon now realized that it would be impossible , without running serious risks , to <Morality>
oppose </Morality>Subversion the movement in favor of <Morality> unity </Morality>Loyalty .

Morality Subversion

Sentence While waiting for emergency <Morality> help </Morality>Care to arrive , the <Morality> victim
</Morality>Harm should wash the <Morality> wound </Morality>Harm site with soap and water and
then keep the <Morality> injured </Morality>Harm area still and at a level lower than the heart .

Morality Harm

Table A5: Sample examples from our constructed MORALITY BANK. The seed words used to crawl sentences
are highlighted in red. For each moral mention in text, it is tagged with a special token pair, <Morality> and
</Morality>, and its embodied morality is visually represented using subscript .

Scenario Label Scenario Bank Label set # of examples

it is ok to take another person’s account and use it as
your own.

morally disagree Delphi (moral agreement) {morally agree, morally disagree} 200, 000

enjoying your life with your family morally good Delphi (moral judgement) {morally good, morally wrong, amoral} 400, 000
I am working at the local fire station as a fireman. So
I should light a lot of matches.

morally unreasonable ETHICS (deontology) {morally reasonable, morally unreasonable} 18, 164

I usually exercise with my trainer, but stopped be-
cause She had a death in her family

morally reasonable ETHICS (justice) {morally reasonable, morally unreasonable} 21, 791

Wasting your money on something you don’t like morally wrong Social chem (judgement) {morally good, morally wrong, amoral} 122, 906
stay in communication with friends loyalty-betrayal Social chem (foundation) {care-harm, loyalty-betrayal, authority-subversion,

fairness-cheating, sanctity-degradation, amoral}
122, 906

faking your relationships cheating Social chem (morality) {care, harm, loyalty, betrayal, authority, subversion,
fairness, cheating, sanctity, degradation, amoral}

122, 906

Table A6: Sample (scenario, label) pairs from our curated suite of Moral Scenario Banks. The seven Moral Scenario
Banks are derived from Delphi (Jiang et al., 2021), ETHICS (Hendrycks et al., 2021) and Social Chem (Forbes
et al., 2020). Each row represents one scenario bank where the source is listed in Scenario Bank column. Label set
column shows the complete set of plausible labels in each scenario bank.

Additionally, we also annotate the following Event
Status to reveal the linguistic construct of a moral
event.

Event Status: An event has one of three sta-
tuses:

• Actual: An event that is happening or has
happened.

• Intentional: An event that is being planned or
intended to happen in the future. Usually, it is
the moral agent’s subjective intention of the
event.

• Speculative: An event that may happen, usu-
ally speculated by someone who is not a par-
ticipant in the event (e.g. the speaker of a
quote, or the author of the article). This can
be used to mark an unsubstantiated guess of a
past/current/future event.



Model
Task B Task C

Trigger EM Morality F1 Agent EM Agent F1 Patient EM Patient F1

Baselines
DEGREE (base; Hsu et al.) 45.5 53.0 47.3 58.6 30.1 39.2
DEGREE (large; Hsu et al.) 46.2 54.2 49.2 60.3 30.5 40.3
ChatGPT (zero-shot; Li et al.) 19.5 39.5 30.3 49.8 12.3 23.2
ChatGPT (few-shot; Li et al.) 32.1 38.1 34.2 51.4 20.1 30.6
Flan-T5 (large; Chung et al.) 46.2 53.8 47.5 59.4 30.8 41.2

MOKA with moral word knowledge augmentation only
Pretrain on Morality Bank only 45.3 54.6 47.5 59.9 31.2 41.7

+ moral word linking 45.6 55.9 47.6 59.8 31.5 41.7
+ moral word linking + moral label association 46.2 57.0 48.3 60.2 31.3 41.9

MOKA with moral scenario knowledge augmentation only
Delphi (moral agreement; Jiang et al.) 46.6 55.9 48.9 60.9 30.8 41.5

w/ RLM 47.6 56.3 48.6 60.5 31.6 41.8
Delphi (moral judgement; Jiang et al.) 47.0 57.5 48.5 60.4 30.9 41.4

w/ RLM 47.4 55.6 48.5 60.3 31.2 41.5
Deontology (Hendrycks et al.) 46.1 54.8 49.0 60.9 30.9 41.6

w/ RLM 47.2 56.0 49.5 61.2 31.3 42.1
Justice (Hendrycks et al.) 46.6 54.7 48.7 60.7 31.0 41.5

w/ RLM 46.9 55.2 48.6 60.8 31.4 41.6
Social chem (judgement; Forbes et al.) 47.1 55.4 48.6 60.9 31.2 41.2

w/ RLM 47.2 54.9 48.5 60.1 31.3 41.6
Social chem (foundation; Forbes et al.) 46.7 56.5 48.9 61.4 31.0 41.4

w/ RLM 47.5 56.0 48.8 60.5 31.0 41.7
Social chem (morality; Forbes et al.) 46.8 56.3 48.6 60.6 31.2 40.7

w/ RLM 47.2 55.5 48.7 60.7 31.0 41.5

MOKA with dual moral knowledge augmentation
Delphi (moral agreement) 48.0 57.0 48.2 60.7 30.0 40.6

w/o moral label association 47.1 56.1 47.6 60.2 30.6 40.8
Delphi (moral judgement) 47.4 56.8 48.1 60.3 30.2 40.5

w/o moral label association 46.7 57.2 47.6 60.0 30.2 40.5
Deontology 46.8 58.2 47.9 60.3 30.9 41.1

w/o moral label association 48.1 57.3 48.2 61.0 30.7 41.1
Justice 47.3 57.7 47.8 60.6 30.5 40.7

w/o moral label association 47.6 56.5 47.6 60.8 30.5 40.9
Social chem (judgement) 46.7 56.9 48.3 60.7 29.1 39.9

w/o moral label association 47.2 57.3 47.7 60.3 30.1 40.7
Social chem (foundation) 46.5 58.1 48.4 61.0 30.5 40.8

w/o moral label association 46.7 57.7 48.2 60.5 30.0 40.1
Social chem (morality) 47.0 57.1 47.7 60.0 30.4 40.7

w/o moral label association 46.8 57.1 47.7 59.9 29.9 40.1

Improvements over best baseline 4.1% 7.4% 0.6% 1.8% 2.6% 2.2%

Table A7: Full results on MORAL EVENTS for tasks B and C, and breakdown of performances by event attributes
(average of 5 runs). Best results are in bold. Color scheme: MOKA and its single-knowledge-augmented variants
are highlighted on a scale of 5 red shades based on the relative improvements over the strongest baseline. They
are highlighted in pale pink , pink , rose-pink , rose-red and dark red , if the relative gains are in the range of
(0.0%− 0.5%], (0.5%− 2.0%], (2.0%− 4.0%], (4.0%− 7.0%] and (7.0%−∞%), respectively.



Task Text

Task A

Moral Event Detection task definition:\n\
Given an input list of words from a news article, identify the moral event trigger in the input list. An event \
is something that happens, a specific occurrence involving participants, and can frequently be described as a change of state. \
A moral event has a basis in moral foundations, and possesses moral evaluations which arise when the patient has agency
and can be harmed or helped by an action undertaken by an agent. \
A moral event trigger is the main word or phrase that most explicitly \
expresses the occurrence of a moral event.\n\n\
In the input list, special tokens are defined as follows. \
<Title>and </Title>enclose the title of the news article;
<News>and </News>enclose the truncated content of the news article; <Target>and </Target>
enclose the target sentence from which the event trigger should be extracted. \n\
The output of the Moral Event Detection task should be a dictionary in the json format. Each \
dictionary corresponds to a trigger and should consist of \"trigger\", \"start_word_index\", \
\"end_word_index\", \"confidence\" four keys. The value of \"start_word_index\" key and \"end_word_index\" key are the \
index (zero-indexed) of the start and end word of \"trigger\" in the input list, respectively. The \
value of \"confidence\" key is an integer ranging from 0 to 100, indicating how confident you are that \
the \"trigger\" expresses a moral event. \
Note that your answer should only contain the json string and nothing else.\n\n\
You will first see 5 demonstrations of the task, and then you will be asked to perform the task for a given input list.\n\n

Demonstration i: <Demostration i>

\nPerform Moral Event Detection task for the following input list, and print the output:\n

[“This”, “is”, “a”, “sample”, “input”]

Task B

Moral Dimension Prediction definition:\n\
Given a moral event span and an input list of words from a news article, make a 5-way judgment on the moral dimension for the given moral event. \
A more event span might embody more than one moral dimension. An event \
is something that happens, a specific occurrence involving participants, and can frequently be described as a change of state. \
A moral event has a basis in moral foundations, and possesses moral evaluations which arise when the patient has agency
and can be harmed or helped by an action undertaken by an agent. \
The five moral dimensions are ’Care/Harm’, ’Fairness/Cheating’, ’Loyalty/Betrayal’, ’Authority/Subversion’, and ’Sanctity/Degradation’\n\n\
In the input list, special tokens are defined as follows: \
<Title>and </Title>enclose the title of the news article; <News>and </News>enclose the truncated content of the news article; \
<Target>and </Target>enclose the target sentence where the target moral event span stands; <Event>and </Event>enclose the target moral event span.\n\
The output of the Moral Event Detection task should be a dictionary in the json format. Each \
dictionary corresponds to a moral event and should consist of \"moral dimensions\" and \"confidence\" two keys.
The value of \"moral dimensions\" should be a list of predicted moral dimensions that are embodied in the target moral event span. \
The value of \"confidence\" key is an integer ranging from 0 to 100, indicating how confident you are that \
the moral event span embodies predicted \"moral dimensions\". \
Note that your answer should only contain the json string and nothing else.\n\n\
You will first see 5 demonstrations of the task, and then you will be asked to perform the task for a given input list. \n\n

Demonstration i: <Demostration i>

\nPerform Moral Dimension Prediction task for the following input list, and print the output:\n

[“This”, “is”, “a”, “sample”, “input”]

Task C

Moral Event Argument Extraction task definition:\n\
Given an input list of words from a news article and a moral event span, identify moral event arguments for the given moral event span. \
Specifically, moral event arguments consists of three attributes: moral agent, moral patient and 10-way morality prediction. \
An event is something that happens, a specific occurrence involving participants, and can frequently be described as a change of state. \
A moral event has a basis in moral foundations, and possesses moral evaluations which arise when the patient has agency
and can be harmed or helped by an action undertaken by an agent. \
A moral event span is a main word or phrase that most explicitly \
expresses the occurrence of a moral event. A moral agent is the doer or enabler of a moral event,
and the moral patient is the one affected by the moral event. \
The ten moralities are ’Care’, ’Harm’, ’Fairness’, ’Cheating’, ’Loyalty’, ’Betrayal’, ’Authority’, ’Subversion’, ’Sanctity’, and ’Degradation’\n\n\
In the input list, special tokens are defined as follows. \
<Title>and </Title>enclose the title of the news article; <News>and </News>enclose the truncated content of the news article; \
<Target>and </Target>enclose the target sentence where the target moral event span stands; <Event>and </Event>enclose the target moral event span.\n\
The output of the Moral Event Argument Extraction task should be a dictionary in the json format. Each \
dictionary corresponds to a moral event span and should consist of \
\"agent\", \"confidence-agent\", \
\"patient\", \"confidence-patient\", \
\"morality\" and \"confidence-value\" six keys. \n\
The value of \"agent\" and \"patient\" keys should be a list of moral agents and moral patients in their canonical names, respectively. \
Note, canonical names are uniquely-identified strings in a knowledge base such as Wikipedia.
An entity’s canonical name might not be explicitly mentioned in the input list. \
For example, the canonical names of \"Trump\", \"Republican\", \"Democrats\", \"Senate\", and \"United States Department of State\" are
\"Donald Trump\", \"Republican Party\", \"Democratic Party\", \"United States Senate\", and \"State Department\", respectively. \n\
The value of \"confidence-agent\" key is an integer ranging from 0 to 100, indicating how confident you are that \
the value of \"agent\" key plays the agent role in the target moral event. \n\
The value of \"confidence-patient\" key is an integer ranging from 0 to 100, indicating how confident you are that \
the value of \"patient\" key plays the patient role in the target moral event. \n\
The value of \morality\" should be a list of predicted moralities that are embodied in the target moral event span. \
The value of \"confidence-value\" key is an integer ranging from 0 to 100, indicating how confident you are that \
the moral event span embodies predicted \"moralities\". \n\
Note that your answer should only contain the json string and nothing else.\n\n\
You will first see 5 demonstrations of the task, and then you will be asked to perform the task for a given input list. \n\n

Demonstration i: <Demostration i>

\nPerform Moral Dimension Prediction task for the following input list, and print the output:\n

[“This”, “is”, “a”, “sample”, “input”]

Table A8: Prompts used to test ChatGPT’s moral reasoning capability, adapted from Li et al. (2023).


